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2021 ART AWARDS

THIS YEAR MORE THAN
EVER YOU WILL NEED

TO SHOP FOR XMAS
EARLY TO NOT BE
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 WITH PURCHASE

OUR BIGGEST MONTHS GIVEAWAYS EVER

PUMPS

(see terms and details on last page)

WHAT ARE PENIS PUMPS?



With
Horny Goat Weed

Made in New Zealand from quality imported
ingredients, Herbal Bona is a daily dietary
supplement – scientifically developed to

support men’s sexual performance, libido,
stamina and erectile function.

TOP PICK



MANTA

Buy a MANTA and
receive a HANDIPOP

FREE

ONLINE & INSTORE

Flavours chosen at random

www.adultplayworld.com"Your complete adult entertainment
directory and social network"



MERRY XMAS
FROM



Long-distance 
Control

Connect to 2D 
Interactive Videos

Web 
Interactive

SAM NEO
INTERACTIVE SUCTION 
& VIBRATION MASTURBATOR

 

SVAKOM

The Connexion Series. Sam Neo
Intergrated Suction Vibrator
offers pleasure integrated
technology in the form of an
app-controlled interactive
experience. 3 main functions are
included: long-distance control,
connection to 2D interactive
videos, and a webcam interactive
feature, all powered within the
'FeelConnect3.0 APP'. Now you
can enjoy the passion with
whoever you want, from
anywhere in the world



Penis pumps are effective. With practice and correct
use, the majority of men can get an erection
sufficient for sex.
Penis pumps pose less of a risk than do other
treatments. The risk of side effects or complications
is lower than it is with any other erectile dysfunction
treatment.
The overall cost is lower. After the initial purchase,
using a penis pump costs less than any other erectile
dysfunction treatment.
Penis pumps are noninvasive. They don't require
surgery, inserting medication into the tip of your
penis or penile injections.
Penis pumps can be used with other treatments. A
penis pump can be used along with medications or a
penile implant. For some men, a combination of
erectile dysfunction treatments works best.
Using a penis pump might help you regain erectile
function after certain procedures. For example, using
a penis pump might help restore your ability to get a
natural erection after prostate surgery or radiation
therapy for prostate cancer.

Erectile dysfunction is a common problem,
especially following prostate surgery and in older

men.

Penis pumps can be a good erectile dysfunction
treatment for several reasons:

How do they work
Penis pump devices work using a vacuum that draws
blood into the penis’s blood vessels to create an
erection. Often a cock ring is included that sits at the
base of the penis, keeping everything rock hard until you
remove it. But only leave it on for 30 minutes max!

PENIS PUMPS



Types of Penis Pumps

An affordable and
easy to use penis
pump perfect for
beginners and
intermediate users.
This simple design
makes it incredibly
easy to use and
clean making it the
perfect beginner's
penis pump.

This extra-large
smart pump has
easy-touch controls,
and a quick air
release button for
customizable
pumping. While the
thick open-end
sleeve and tight,
nubbed chamber
give you sinful
stroking pleasure
with or without the
pump

A digital penis
pump enlarger, the
Mojo G-Force
features a
precision
measurement
system, a finely
crafted transparent
cylinder, and a PSI
reader along with
its extreme suction
power. 

This set includes 2
powerful suction
pumps, a detachable
hose and a single-
handed Master
Grip™ pump handle
to deliver maximum
results with every
pump session. With
every squeeze of the
Master-Grip™ single-
handed pump, you
can look forward to
powerful girth and
length increase.



Buy Any TENGA
TWIST

SPINNER
ULTRASIZE

&
 receive a 

FREE
TENGA EGG

STEPPER

WHILE STOCKS LAST
ONLINE ONLY



With flexible wings that tuck under the labia while Eva
II sits on top, you can have clitoral stimulation during
penetrative sex. Eva II is smaller, lighter, and simple to
use - plus, it's totally waterproof, and comes with a
sleek charging base/travel case to boot. 

First impression: LOVE!
 

Review by Grace R. on 26 Sep
2021review stating First

impression: LOVE!
I have used this once with my

husband and UGH I cannot wait to
keep trying it out! It’s surprisingly

easy to put in place. The silicone is
super soft, no rough edges or any

uncomfortable feeling! The 3
different vibration settings will be

fun to explore, but WOO that
highest setting is strong 😅

Anyway, I love the idea that I don’t
have to worry about holding a vibe
during sex! Hopefully it only gets

better from here!
 

EVA II



A fetish can be defined as anything that triggers feelings of
sexual desire in a person that is usually nonsexual. A fetish
is when something completely ordinary brings you great
pleasure and fulfilment sexually. As well as having a fetish
for something (like feet), you can also have a fetish for a
place (such as sex in public); or you might have a fetish for a
texture, such as latex. Defining fetishes as those that are
outside the norms doesn't mean every out-of-the-box sexual
desire can be termed a fetish. I believe there is a line
separating something that is a fetish from something that is
just kind of fun. As a true fetish, there must be an
associated sex act that triggers your desire for the object or
act. For example, if you enjoy getting spanked occasionally
or even regularly, that does not mean you have an actual
spanking fetish, which is the act of dominating that gets a
person off.
Why do we have these sexual kinks and quirks? “Fetishes
are generally thought to be learned behaviours where a
person associates a certain object with sexual arousal
through experience,” Your fetish may have been formed in
childhood or adolescence, or you may have discovered it as
an adult. I always urge people to be curious and to try new
things because they don't know if they're into them until
they try them."
Bringing up your sexual fetishes with a new partner can be
tricky, partly because of a general misunderstanding of
fetishes. Our own fetishes can cause us to feel shame
because we don't understand them. However, there's no
need to feel shame. First of all, you don't choose your fetish.
Second, they're extremely common.

Unlike other words, fetish has a long and distinguished
history. "Feitico" comes from the Portuguese word meaning
obsession. A fetish is today considered a recurring fantasy,
desire, or behaviour that is sexually compelling and lasts at
least six months. There are various types of fetishes, from
sexually manifested to non-sexually manifested. In simple
terms, sexual fetishes are just a type of paraphilia, or
atypical behaviour, which includes non-traditional activities
such as cross-dressing and dominance.
 

Is My Fetish Normal?
 
 The notion that certain sexual preferences and desires are
'abnormal' is controversial because what is considered
"normal" differs across cultures and changes over time;
there is no agreed-upon definition as to what constitutes
paraphilia.
 
Despite the prevalence of certain fetishes, human sexuality
is highly individualized: Almost anything can be a fetish:
feet, fur coats, diapers, pee, bugs, menstrual blood, mythical
creatures like unicorns and dragons, bicycles, bondage,
watching or being watched during sex, and more. Having
sexual interests is a normal part of you!

Joni Morrissey - Sexologist
Specializes in couples therapy, sexual
dysfunction & is a "kink" aware therapist. 
Instagram - joni.morrissey
Facebook - Joni Morrissey.
Email  hello@jonimorrissey.com

What is a fetish or kink? Is my fetish normal?

mailto:hello@jonimorrissey.com


Spoil her this christmasxox

WAS $549.99

NOW $499.99

WAS $449.99

NOW
$399.99



XMAS PARTY

 Housed in an easy-
open buttercup

enclosure, meaning you
open them the right
way up, every time. 

 
Au natural, these

condoms are created
without any synthetic
ingredients: better for

you, the planet and
your tastebuds.

 
Size doesn’t matter, but

at 0.05mm, the ultra-
thin design of Frenchie

Beret Condoms let’s
you get up close and

personal, while keeping
everyone involved

protected.
 

The Beret Condoms

BOOK NOW
www.nautiparties.co.nz



NORMALLY $159.99

$99.99
SUPER SALE 

ONLINE & INSTORE

NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS APPLIABLE



Gift Guide

Top  5  Gifts
 for Him

1.Connexion Series. 
Sam Neo
IntergrateAPP-
controlled Suction
Vibrator.Bluetooth
enabled Suction
Vibrator. Web
interactive. Vacuum-
like sucking
sensation

2. Bond by We-Vibe™  The
Undercover Tease.
It's the only male
wearable that can be put
on and worn as easily as
your watch, so you can
enjoy your anticipation
and sexual energy
discreetly, wherever and
whenever you desire.

3. TENGA Spinner
The unique
texturized gel sleeve
twists as you insert,
providing intense
and pleasurable
sensations with each
stroke.

4. Fun Factory - Manta
A vibrating stroker that
can be used solo or with a
partner, Manta fits
perfectly between bodies
and its powerful
vibrations transforms
your penis into a vibrator;
it will also enhance the
feeling during a BJ

5. The Pro P's
bulbous and angled
shaft easily reaches
the prostate while
the outside base
stimulates the
perineum.7
vibrations modes 

Gift Vouchers

Not sure?

Give a gift 

Voucher.

Option avalible Online & Instore



Gift Guide

Top  5  Gifts
 for Her

1. We-Vibe Melt's unique
technology - Pleasure Air™
- uses subtle changes in air
pressure to gently
massage the clitoris,
without actually touching
it.

2.  Bess' absolute best
feature is it's versatility,
equipped with three
changeable attachments, all
designed to target different
areasthe ball-shaped
attachment for direct
clitoralstimulation, the
petal-shapped attachment
for teasing and tickling
sensations on the nipples or
clitoris, and the slim, g-spot
attachment for ultra-
satisfying deep internal
pleasure

3. The California Dreaming
Range, boasts a wide range
of functions from
thrusting, 360 rotating
shaft to g-spot thumping
pleasure. The hardest part
is choosing which one to
try first.

4. Who doesn't love feeling
sexy? With our gorgeous
range of lingerie and
bodystockings available
your sure to find something
for your someone special

5.ON Arousal Oil.This
shockingly powerful
botanical formula creates a
warm and extremely
unique buzzing sensation
that awakens the nerve
endings, increases blood
flow and makes a woman
feel more sensation than
ever before!

Gift Vouchers

Not sure?

Give a gift 

Voucher.

Option avalible Online & Instore

compatible with the We-Connect™ App

Original
Ultra or

Ice



Gift Guide

Top  5  Gifts
 for Couples

1. Hot Octopuss Pulse Duo is
an ideal toy for couples, the
adjustable wings that
transmit this toy's
vibrations open out to fit
any girth. Using the remote,
your partner can control the
vibrations from the Duo's
2nd massaging motor, and
grind against the smooth
silicone for added
stimulation during sex.

2. design, flexible head, and
We-Connect™ app all make
this the perfect fit for
couples looking to add
something new to their
collection.

3.The Scandal BDSM
range is perfect for exploring
your kinky side.
Every toy box should include
a set of cuffs, and from there
you can explore the range to
see what's next??

4. Slow Sex Range. Foreplay
is not just a means to an
end; it is a journey full of
pleasure...This range
includes Massage oils,
Clitoral balm, Anal Play Gel,
Finger Play Gel, Mouth
watereing Spray, Oral Sex
Balm, Nipple Play Gel.

5. Add some fun to the
bedroom with a sexy game.
From a cute little dice game
through to full sex
boardgames.
Who wouldn't want to
unwrap one of these on
xmas morning?

Gift Vouchers

Not sure?

Give a gift 

Voucher.

Option avalible Online & Instore



BUY AN
ARCWAVE

AND RECEIVE A
FREE

ARCWAVE LUBE 
&

ARCWAVE CLEANER
WITH YOUR
PURCHASE

ONLINE & INSTORE

+
FREE



WHEN SEX WORK MEETS ART MEETS CHALLENGING STIGMA

is an annual, non for profit, community art exhibition
for sex workers. It was started by Jordan Quinn, who
after being interviewed in 2018 for a TVNZ
documentary titled “The Secret Life of Sex Workers”,
questioned why it was always outsiders to the industry
reproducing our stories and not sex workers
themselves telling our stories? Obviously its due to
stigma and the fact it would require doxing oneself in
order to be “out”.
So, Jordan started SWoA in 2019, an art exhibition
where all the artwork is created by sex workers of New
Zealand. 

 The theme for SWoA is “A Day in the Life of” and
encourages sex workers to share all manner of stories,
experiences and nuances of their day to day life. The
way SWoA is run ultimately aims to protect the
identities of the people involved, so they can
participate and have their voices heard without it being
detrimental to themselves.
Art is a non-threatening medium and allows us as a
minority community to reach out and interact with the
public in a way that’s not detrimental to ourselves but
is also welcoming. The goal of SWoA is always to
challenge stigmas and stereotypes and to get the
discourse about our industry started from people who
know it best – us – the sex workers.

 

Sex workers of Aotearoa (SWoA) 

In July of this year the Sex Workers of Aotearoa art exhibition travelled to Christchurch and was held in the
Pūmanawa community exhibition space of The Arts Centre. Almost 1000 visitors attended the show over a 2-week
period, and unlike previous years, the gallery was manned by those in the business, which allowed for in depth and
knowledgeable conversations with those who had questions.

 

OUR 2021 EXHIBITION IN REFLECTION



Every year the public votes in the People’s Choice Awards, and prizes are given to the top 3 most voted
for artworks. This year our sponsors included Nauti NZ, Sea Ache, Kate Lister and NZ Pleasures.

Our fourth exhibition will be held in Wellington for 2022. Wellington is where it first began in 2019 and it will be
almost nostalgic to host SWoA in the capital again, as though the exhibition has come full circle.

Details for the 2022 exhibition, dates, location and how to enter will be updated at www.swoa.co.nz

You can follow SWoA and stay in the loop via the following channels
Website: www.swoa.co.nz

Twitter: @SWAotearoa
Instagram: @swaoteroa

Facebook: /SWofAotearoa

First place - Madonna or the Whore,
Jordan Quinn

Second place – Who Am I?, Amy
Maxine

Third place – MIUF (Mother I Used to Fuck), Celine and Lily





BUY ANY DAME
PRODUCT & 

RECEIVE 
A 

GOLD HIDDEN
PLEASURES

FREE

ONLINE ONLY



E-BOOK

NOW AVALIBLE

PAPERBACK

NOW AVALIBLE

PODCAST

OUT NOW



DOXY DIE CAST 3R
BLUE FLAME

RECHARGABLE

BUY THIS DOXY
AND GET THIS

ATTACHMENT FREE

SPEND OVER
$169.99 ON

LINGERIE IN
ONE ORDER

AND RECEIVE
THIS

WEARABLE
VIBRATOR 
VALUED AT

$165.74
FOR FREE

ONLINE ONLY

ONLINE & INSTORE



www.nauti.nz
www.nautiparties.co.nz

GIVEAWAY TERMS
Free products will be added to
your order when it is shipped

please do not add the free
item to the cart as these will
not automatically mark item

as free and these items will be
charged  

 
Flavors will be random


